IDAHO - NATURAL

MATERIALS
Top: Solid oak edges & oak veneer sealed with a clear matte polyurethane finish
Legs: Black powder-coated metal

PRODUCT CARE
Idaho tables are sealed and treated to protect against everyday use however it is important that spills and liquids are cleaned immediately. Do not use acidic cleaners or bleach as they can permanently mark the surface. Care should be taken to avoid scratching and it is recommended the surface should always be protected with trivets, placemats etc when in use. Suitable for indoor use only. Extreme conditions will affect the table so consider this in its placement and keep out of direct sunlight.

PROTECTION
For general maintenance use a damp cloth and mild soap for periodic cleaning. A colourless furniture wax should be applied every six months to help maintain the surface.
IDAHO - BLACK

MATERIALS
Top  Solid oak edges & painted oak veneer with sealed with a clear matte polyurethane finish
Legs  Black powder-coated metal

PRODUCT CARE
Idaho tables are sealed and treated to protect against everyday use however it is important that spills and liquids are cleaned immediately. Do not use acidic cleaners or bleach as they can permanently mark the surface. Care should be taken to avoid scratching and it is recommended the surface should always be protected with trivets, placemats etc when in use. Suitable for indoor use only. Extreme conditions will affect the table so consider this in its placement and keep out of direct sunlight.

PROTECTION
For general maintenance use a damp cloth and mild soap for periodic cleaning. A colourless furniture wax should be applied every six months to help maintain the surface.